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TOP TIPS BEFORE YOU BUY A SHOWER CABIN. 

Introduc	on  

Un$l now it has been almost impossible in the UK to gain informa$on of both steam and none steam shower cabins.  For  

example, If you purchase a TV, which is best for you? Smart, 3D, Plasma, HD Ready Full HD,  you will be able to research the 

product before  ownership, if you need a new laptop, which opera$ng system fits your needs, What memory do you need?  Is 

it a known Brand? How about warranty?  Many more ques$ons exist but in the main, all researchable!  But, where do you go 

for informa$on of a purchase monetarily sizable enough to compete and indeed surpass?  Bizarre really, nearly every  

purchase is made almost blind and only with the aid of adver$sing by the vendors which may or may not be precise and al-

most certainly does not furnish the customer with any nega$ves.  And, like all in life, EVERYTHING HAS NEGATIVES!! 

At this point, we must declare an interest, this being we are the largest distributor of shower cabins in the UK.  The largest 

exporter of steam showers to Mainland Europe and the largest UK designers, researchers and manufacturers.  For this  

purpose we have tried to be as unbiased as possible but should you find any element of direc$on you feel is unwarranted, we 

leave it to you to discount or ignore. We also set out to show that in nearly every case a shower cabin at twice the cost of its 

lower priced companions could well be worth three $mes the value 

To Start. 

At this stage you have already realised nearly all shower cabins look the same, the thinking is only a difference in price.  This 

said, the same applies to cars, computers, fridges, cookers and many more household items.  For some reason however most 

people, understand the la�er but not the former. A Dacia car can look great but not in the same class as the Masera$ ,  

understood. A low spec laptop s$ll looks the same as a top of the range laptop, again understood, but when it comes to  

shower cabins it is not understood!  

So to dispel any myths the following is designed to give a full insight into the workings, the designs and prac$cability of  

Shower Cabins both Steam and none steam.  

Okay, you the customer have just started to look around and size up the market, a quick Google Search or glimpse down eBay 

lis$ng throws up a wealth of variety.  So what to look for? 

First and foremost.  Do you really need a cabin anyway? Will it be be�er for you than a standard run of the mill, $led wall 

glass door shower. The ques$ons to ask yourself are: 

What are your needs? 

What are you actually looking for, is it just a quick wash down or more of a showering experience? 

What would the rest of the family prefer ? 

Would it look right in your bathroom? 

The cost!   

 

We cannot answer the first four points but we can assist with cos$ng's. 

 

As a rule a $led shower needs pipes run into the rear wall, a water valve (tap) needs inser$ng, a shower tray, waste and glass 

enclosure plus usual accessories as door handles, shelves, hinges ,etc.  The whole area needs $ling. Assembly is labour  

intensive and as a rule expensive due to install tradesman’s costs. In all, a figure to finish a bathroom shower to a reasonable 

standard is probably £2000.00 or more. The result is a nice shower that is func$onal, has one hand shower and possibly an 

overhead shower, but this is all that was required.  
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The Nega	ves 

 

Should you ever desire to change colour schemes or $les in your bathroom , the complete removal of your shower will also 

certainly be required. This then becomes a write off in terms of ini$al outlay 

 

Any water leak from a pipe, will usually mean $le removal and replacement. 

If the water valve ever fails, most oDen it will require “major surgery” to repair. In addi$on if the parts are not available (this is 

common), a total rethink on replacement is needed which is expensive. 

 

If the correct $le grout is not used or small pin hole type gaps are leD in the grout, water ingress will occur, damp creeps into 

the walls and $les start to peel away from their fixings. 

Tiles in a bathroom shower area are also notoriously difficult to keep clean and free from mould which in turn carries bacteria. 

This is black areas seen commonly in bathrooms and difficult to remove if not impossible aDer $me.  

The cost! 

 

A rethink and an increasingly popular way to eradicate most nega$ves is to consider a more modern approach, this being a  

shower cabin. Availability of various shapes and sizes normally exceeds that of basic enclosures.   

 

                       

                                                                     The above shows just 3 considera$ons. 

Why are these becoming more and more popular? 

Advantages 

Cost is far lower than tradi$onal showers. 

No mildew to creep into $les. 

Area behind the shower and unseen does not necessarily need to be $led saving many £££££s. 

Far more features such as massage jets, hand shower, overhead shower, seat, ligh$ng, shelves, music and even a telephone! 

Quality versions* have far less chance of water seepage or ingress into walls, floors etc. 

Quality versions** usually come with full UK size flexi water pipes and drain plus drain waste pipe allowing for movement. 

Repairs made easy as they are free standing, designed to pull out from the wall giving super easy access. 

Can be pulled out to clean for be�er hygiene. 

Future remodelling of a bathroom is made easy. 

You are not just taking a shower, these are more of an experience! Ideal morning wake up 

Very modern and a great talking point with friends and family. 

 

 

 

* Many basic off the shelf imports come with no water sealing panels and are prone to leaks over $me 

** UK Waste Pipe should be 40mm not 38mm as cheap versions have in many cases 
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Disadvantages. 

Low end market showers while looking the same are NOT! Prone to con$nuous leak problems in many cases 

Low end market showers usually come with li�le or no back up 

Low end market showers usually will not have readily available spares either from the outset or certainly a few years aDer  

ownership. This can lead to the scrapping of the cabin! 

 

 

Having decided a shower cabin is what you want, what do you look for? 

QUALITY .  Cheap is hardly ever best and thought is required. Why does one shower look the same as another but is twice the 

price? There are always reasons! Why is one half the price? The same is true! This is the most important point to remember. 

Like everything in life, you get what you pay for! Our advice is to always buy Brand Names! A Brand has a name to protect, a 

image to keep and it is always focused on the future which means they should have their customers in mind!  

WARRANTY.  What is on offer?  12 months parts only or less is the commonest  offer. This effec$vely means the vendor thinks 

it prudent to offer what in many cases is, the legal minimum.  Behind everything is a reason, in these cases it is usually because. 

The product is a straight forward import direct from a Chinese factory to the Chinese factories specifica$on. In many cases  no 

thought towards the long term benefit for the end user has been considered. The cheapest price is the overriding factor. No 

other considera$on is made. 

This is the extent a Chinese manufacturer will offer them so it is basically underwri�en at only postage costs as overhead  to 

themselves should a client require a replacement part any$me. 

ALWAYS LOOK FOR A BRAND OR VENDOR WHO OFFERS IN EXCESS OF LEGAL MINIMUMS. 

 REMEMBER 24 MONTHS WARRANTY IS TWICE AS GOOD AS 12 MONTHS.  

TOP OF THE RANGE 60 MONTHS IS 5 TIMES BETTER OR 500% BETTER! 

 

PARTS BACK UP. 

This is cri$cal! You have a mechanical failure and your family cannot shower un$l the new part arrives. This should never be 

more than a few days. How about in years to come?  Will your supplier s$ll be trading? If purchased from a plaKorm such as 

eBay it is common traders sell steam showers for a few months then move on to, for instance, bicycle parts the next!  In  

addi$on they specialise in nothing, selling a broad spectrum of items like many market stall traders. The concept is the same 

and is a usual part of this type of trading. These to our mind are the most important to avoid. The purchase of a kilo of Oranges 

is not the same as a steam shower, obvious but so oDen ignored! Showers and more importantly, steam showers are a highly 

specialised market. If the trader gets it wrong your life could be at stake not just your spare part!  

 

Before purchase. 

Check the vendors ability to supply any shower spare part. Here is a list of common replaceable parts 

Water diverter cartridge 

Roof light Ring LED 

Hand shower riser bar 

Waste 

Water Jets 

Steam Generator 

Control panel 

Electric transformer box 

 

This is the acid test to perform prior to purchase. If they do not have these think about the posi$on you will be leD in if you 

have already purchased and need anything in a hurry. 
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HOW TO DEFINE CHEAP OFF THE SHELF IMPORTS  V  MORE REPUTABLE UK DESIGNED OR REDESIGNED SHOWERS. 

 

Firstly as we have already men$oned, we are Insignia Showers and therefore have a vested interest in the market we are  

examining. On this basis we can only highlight the vast differences that we ourselves have iden$fied over the years , the failings 

and the dangers present. 

Before purchase check out your vendor, warranty, and parts availability. We have already men$oned the la�er two areas but 

your vendor is all important.  

Areas of note. 

Check out a website.  Some look fantas$c  but who is behind them?  Unlike the high street, the Internet provides for large mul$ 

na$onal companies and a market trader alike to give the same impressions, that of grandeur.  This then can give a false  

impression, certainly not illegal but nevertheless misleading. We ourselves know of many opera$ng from their bedrooms or 

garage at the side of their house!  Not a problem if they have the backing of a leading brand but best avoided if they don’t.  

Check for contact addresses. Do they provide a full contact telephone number? 

Do they provide a full address you can check? 

Do they just major in Bathroom fiLngs / showers  etc or do they sell many other items (important they are not specialists) 

Does their warranty offer Brand makers back up and not just their own cover. (important should they cease trading!) 

Do they have a full customer service dept or access to one?  

 

Amazon and eBay plus other less well known trading plaKorms appear to a�ract the above type of vendor.  In many cases they 

import off the shelf showers in small numbers with li�le or no back up. Please be mindful of this. 

 

When is a brand not a brand? 

 

In the course of your search you will find many purpor$ng to sell major brands, in the main you will not have heard of before!  

Remember anyone can start a brand even if they only sell one shower a year. Look for 

A brand other dealers sell 

All good brands have their own dedicated website. Check this out 

A Dealer network 

Even be�er an Interna$onal clientele base 

Shops where products can be seen 

A Dedicated Customer Service (all good brands have these) 

Sales in excess of many thousands of units per annum  

 

Be aware. It is not unusual for an adver$sement to carry wording explaining how the vendor is a distributor for a brand. It will 

be a brand you have never heard of! In many cases these are purchases direct from a Chinese factory nothing else. Google the 

brand and see where it leads, chances are it will be China. The only agreement in place will be the factory promises not to sell 

their products to anyone else in the UK! No big deal as there are hundreds of other factories willing to this and the product 

they sell is straight forward “of the Shelf” showers.  
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Differences between most basic Chinese Showers and leading brands. 

 

As we men$oned, most showers either with or without steam vary greatly in both efficiency, quality, thought and design.  

Here we lay out differences between Insignia Showers and some others such as Aqualusso who  either redesign, concept  

design and commission build. In the case of Insignia Showers they also have a dedicated European design dept to design from 

scratch, a management team who work hand in hand with their Chinese factory and regular visits are made to correct any 

flaws found or manufacturing discrepancies. In addi$on and very, very importantly, they check working condi$ons, procedures 

and employment to ensure to the best of their ability, no exploita$on takes place as we have so sadly seen in the garment 

industry of late. Insignia have undertaken this since 2007. In all, correct brand manufacturers carry a much higher overhead of 

produc$on then “Off the Shelf” copies and imita$ons, but vastly benefited  by the factory workers and the brands clients alike.      

 

SAFETY 
 

To Start: 

 

Spot the difference! 

 

Below  

 

INSIGNIA TYPE  CABIN LAYOUT                                 TYPICAL CHINESE OFF THE SHELF LAYOUT 

 

      
 

 

Apart from the finish which is of course far superior to the eye of the one on the leD.  What do these to pictures tell you?  

 

The one on the right can be very             DANGEROUS! 
Check out the steam outlet and it’s posi$on. The outlet emits pure steam at 100 degrees and you, the end user, are supposed 

to sit on the plas$c seat directly above it!! 

 

Check out the Insignia Steam outlet, see how this is reposi$oned and placed in the safest possible area. No plas$c seat either! 

The user chooses where they want to sit. The plas$c seats are designed for NON STEAM use, there for massage jet use only 

which is for around one or two minutes use. This seat was never designed for 20 minutes steam use and certainly never only 

inches above a live steam outlet!  

 

Immediately from the pictures you can see the danger and yet price conscious vendors repeatedly sell  this version, in fact it is 

THE most common site on eBay and Amazon!   
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Our recommenda$on is                     AVOID AT ALL COSTS  
 

Purchase of this type of cabin layout is at the users peril! Not only does it risk the users health but clearly displays the vendor is 

happy just to take a standard cheap end shower from a manufacturer without any of their own thought or input for the client. 

Even worse has probably never even no$ced.  

A further drawback of the fold down plas$c seat with steam is, in $me they start to melt the plas$c cover from the steam use, 

in addi$on they will seize up, eventually they will no longer fold up or down,  the steam rusts the hinges as it can penetrate 

be�er than water. It’s why we use steam mops for wooden floors, why do the Chinese manufacturers or the European  

vendors not understand this?  One answer is the manufacturers do not specialise sales to one country, they are happy to grab 

any slice of market they can. At present the Chinese market at home is the largest, Russia and eastern European countries  

follow behind. In most cases Western Europe is a much smaller market  along with the USA.  This helps understand  why  

things are like they are! It is more likely a Russian or Chinese customer will accept this design and the resultant poten$als, than 

a western European customer.  Here in the West many years of industrial output has taken place, we are used to products 

increasing in quality, the motor industry springs to mind.  In the East it is perhaps fair to say, a lot of catching up is required. 

Client acceptance is far more tolerant. THIS DOES NOT HAVE TO BE YOU!! 

When to accept fold down seats 

If fi�ed to non steam cabins they should be okay as this is the design they are suited to. Note weight restric$ons though, no 

very comfortable for larger persons and poten$al to cause damage.  

Steam outlet posi	ons on steam shower baths. 

Check out below versions again. 

 

Chinese Direct Import                                                                  Insignia Shower bath 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you look at the direct import version you can see a Steam outlet in the bath. 

Now check the insignia version and the steam pod is mounted on the back wall above the bath. 

 

As with the standard steam shower room this clearly shows it is wrong and suffers from the same dangers! 

The Steam outlet is fi�ed into the bath not the glass, the outlet is next to the users leg! In addi$on to double the design fault, 

when taking a bath the user cannot have full height of bath water. Why? Because the water will backfill down the steam outlet 

pipe right the way back to the steam generator! This is to be avoided at all costs, it can and does oDen prevent steam being 

generated and can burn out the generator. Furthermore many UK vendors offer a whirlpool bath as Insignia Showers do, how 

can water ever be avoided returning down the steam pipe with the outlet incorrectly fi�ed and whirlpool switched on?  

Impossible? We think so. 

 

Our verdict is again, 

 

AVOID AT ALL COSTS 
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SAFETY COMES FIRST MONEY IS IMPORTANT THIS HAS BOTH FAILINGS 

 

 

 

 

 

Water control valves. 
 

All shower cabins look the same but look closely again. 

 

        

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      This shower has three water control knobs                                    This shower has two water control knobs 

 

The third knob you see is VERY important. It is a thermosta$c water control dial preset at 38 degrees. This prevents scolding 

and assists your shower to retain a constant temperature. In the case of Insignia Showers this is only ever fi�ed to none steam, 

lead in model versions never on steam showers. Steam versions are more expensive and as such demand be�er value for  

money. Chinese off the shelf versions, in nearly every instance NEVER HAVE WATER CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE . Why?  

Because this feature is expensive, even though it is a must should the users have children or they are elderly /disabled etc.  

Customers never think to ask so if the order given by the importer to the maker is to omit this it is only for two reasons, 1) no 

care or thought is given to this. 2) They prefer to maximise profit as they know the customer very rarely picks up on it!  The 

cost? The cartridge on its own retails at over £67.00. Easy to see why it is omi�ed to off the shelf imports. 
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This is the vital cartridge that will control your temperature and avoid scolds. 

 

                            
  

Always look for water valves having a 3
rd

 control dial as on the right above 

 

AVOID IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN OR THE USERS ARE 

IN ELDERLY / DISABLED OR YOU NEED A REGULATED 

CONSTANT WATER TEMPERATURE 
 

 

Electrics. 

 

Electrics are of course vitally important but even more so with steam versions, in fact it is cri$cal.  

 

To deal with none steam first. 

 

These are simple in format, one transformer dropping the voltage to 12 volts or less. The transformers as a rule are very  

reliable as the technology is basic and well proven.  This is the usual version fi�ed to most none steam shower cabins today. 
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Nothing to go wrong as such but it all depends on how you wish your shower to look. This transformer will power either control 

but look at the difference. 

  

                    
 

The leD hand version is s$ll supplied in many cheap shower cabins because it is for that reason, cheap to purchase. In addi$on 

it is a design and technology da$ng back to the late 1990s  

The right hand version is the latest touch screen technology, be�er looking, latest design and replacement parts will be  

available for many years. The leD hand will not.  

If you purchase older technology you run a very serious risk of no replacements being available. 12 months parts warranty is 

simply not enough. Imagine your control fails, your vendor covers just 12 months warranty and you are outside this $me. The 

chances are no help will be given to locate this and you are now leD with 3 choices. 

No longer use the electrical components of your shower   

Scrap your shower 

Try to convert the fiLng in your shower to hold a more modern type. Very difficult as the holes are never the same. New  

controls are smaller usually. 

 

OLD TECHNOLOGY IS TO BE AVOIDED UNLESS A WARRANTY PERIOD FAR IN EXCESS OF 12 MONTHS IS GIVEN  

 

Steam Shower electrics. 

These are far more cri$cal than all others. You will need the latest versions because there is a great deal more to them. These 

consist of an electric transformer box, a steam generator, a control panel. Each is expensive to renew and each MUST pair  

together. At any $me if any one part fails and it cannot be replaced you are faced with changing ALL electrics and almost  

certainly re-sculp$ng the hole in which the control panel fits. New versions are smaller than early versions so this becomes very 

difficult to do and above all, expensive to say the least! Again the running gear reference should be TRO29N (not cheaper TRO 

02 19 22) or MK117 or MK117U.  Most other versions are now out-dated and can be very difficult to replace.  Off the shelf  

imports VERY RARELY carry be�er quality electrics as the price is in many cases double for them to purchase. 
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Examples are below 

                  

 
Latest MK117U as fi�ed to many Insignia Models 
Touch Screen child lock safety USB facility and 

built in Bluetooth   

Most Off the shelf imports are similar to 
this model above. NO touch screen, 
Bu�ons which wear with $me. NO Child 

lock safety, no Bluetooth and NO USB  

connec$on  

Like already stated 

 

OLD TECHNOLOGY IS TO BE AVOIDED UNLESS A WARRANTY PERIOD FAR IN EXCESS OF 12 MONTHS IS GIVEN  

 

 

APPROXIMATE COST OF RENEWED ELECTRICS IS £300.00.  
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BE AWARE WITHOUT PANEL SEALS YOU RISK A VERY HIGH CHANCE OF BUILD WATER LEAKS OR FURTHER INTO YOUR OWNER-

SHIP.  SERIOUSLY CONSIDER THIS AREA BEFORE PURCHASE. WITHOUT SEALS WE WOULD AVOID. 

Further to above. Be�er quality shower trays will incorporate “run back” channels. Should any small leak occur it is of no con-

sequence because water will run around the outer tray lip and back into the tray through these channels. 

Most Off the Shelf imported showers do not have either due to increased costs, inability to produce or no thought is given 

to this cri	cal area. 

 
Seal Build of Cabin Parts And Panels. 

Over many Years Insignia’s  Research and Design team have been involved with their factory in China to produce and develop 

panels that seal together on construc$on. The need for this is of course, vital. Virtually all showers supplied pre 2010 were flat 

aluminium lip relying 100% on silicone seal to prevent water ingress and leaks. The fact is IT DID NOT WORK! Leaks were a 

common occurrence from build, weight of a person in the shower tray or even moving the shower for regular servicing, caused 

displacement and leaks occurred.  Today any quality shower build will incorporate panel seals.  These consist of neoprene  

inlaid channel seals with addi$onal “flap” seals where required.  These allow pliability, Silicone is s$ll required as with all builds 

but in far lesser quan$ty and the chances of leaks from build (unless poor assembly quality has been undertaken)  are reduced 

by probably 90%. In addi$on the pliability allows for movement which is cri$cal.  
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So having made your mind up to purchase a shower cabin, here are a few sugges$ons and $ps that we think are worthy of 

men$on in order to make your experience a happy one.   

Before purchase ask your prospec$ve retailer / trader / internet seller the following: 

1) If it has steam where is the seat and where is the outlet vent. Remember Under Seat, BEST AVOIDED 

2) Is the shower branded. If you are told “Yes” check this out with Google, does it exist or is it dealer imported with a just a 

name given to it. Many will lead directly back to a basic Chinese factory outlet. BE WARNED 

3) Warranty Back Up. 12 months or longer? Be aware in our view, 12 months is not enough in terms of all the features your 

shower will carry. If the vendor does not want to offer more than this then why? Do they believe it is only good for 12 months 

themselves? QUESTION THIS 

4) If a shower is only listed on plaKorm sites such as eBay or Amazon,  check out if a fully opera$onal “Home” web site exists. 

Are there contact details? Got a telephone number? Any address?  IT COULD BE SOMEONES GARAGE! 

5) What spares back up is there from them. Pick an item as we have already covered. Is this in stock now? Do not allow them 

to lead you to another website such as Bath Depot the UK’s  distributors  of Insignia branded showers. unless they are Insignia 

dealers themselves!  Bath Depot will shortly only supply Insignia clients due to high volume of “Off The Shelf” Import failures 

taking stock away from Insignia customers.  BE WARY 

6) Check the build of the shower before purchase. Ask to see build instruc$ons. ADVISE MANY ARE VERY POORLY WRITTEN 

CHINESE VERSIONS. 

7) On Build is there a telephone helpline in the event you get stuck! ALL SELLERS SHOULD KNOW THEIR PRODUCTS 

8) Can you see the physical shower in the sellers or brand makers showroom if required? If no  ASK YOURSELF WHY? 

9)  Ask which electrics your perspec$ve purchase carries.  Even if told it is the latest check it out. Rule of thumb is if it does not 

carry either TRO le�ers followed by numbers or MK117 followed by either the le�er U L, or TL followed by 4 numbers,  it is 

probably very difficult if not impossible to obtain replacement parts in the future.  THINK “MK” OR “TRO”  or “TL” ELECTRICS  

10) Ask if your model shower has built in seals around each panel. Very Important, no seals just silicone oDen equals hard to 

impossible cures for water leaks.  No Seals oDen means the design you wish to purchase is probably around 15 years or more 

old. Insignia found this problem back in 2007 and was the hinge pin in their shower redesign. NOBODY WANTS A LEAKING 

SHOWER 

11) Waste pipes from the shower to your house waste are these 40mm not 38mm. WRONG TYPE MEANS THEY WILL NOT FIT 

CORRECTLY  

12) Thermosta$c water control VERY IMPORTANT. All steam should have these in our view. IF TO BE USED BY CHILDREN /  

ELDERLY / DISABLED NO THERMOSTAT TO AVOID SCOLDING AVOID! 

13) Electric Control Panel Does it have a child lock on steam versions?  This avoids the prospect of a child (or adult) accidentally 

switching this feature on and scolding themselves VERY BADLY. OUR VIEW IS AVOID AT ALL COSTS 

14) Shower baths. Make sure the steam outlet is situated correctly in the glass away from the seat. Remember, situated in the 

bath can lead to very expensive problems and shallow bath water to avoid flooding. THINK CAREFULLY DO YOU WANT THIS? 

15) Large shower cabins (1500 x 1500mm) Check out if the steam generator is 4.5KW or above. The Insignia Research team 

findings showed in tests conducted the standard 3KW is highly ineffec$ve as it cannot generate enough steam of any value.  In 

addi$on most of the generated steam will condensate quickly over the volume of glass expanse.  In everyday terms this is like 

buying a 2 litre car with a 1 litre engine.  JUST A WARNING. 

15 Cri�cal Tips To Ask Before Purchase. 
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Items to be aware of. 

PLEASE NOTE THESE FEATURES MAINLY APPEAR ON AMAZON OR EBAY PLATFORMS. 

It appears common prac$ce to display RRPs vastly inflated in rela$on to the actual required selling price. In fact these  

showers have never had a recommended retail price! This means it is a made up price solely by the vendor. Misleading? We 

think so, how can direct cheap imports genuinely have directed prices vastly higher than be�er quality branded versions. Leave 

this to you the percep$ve purchaser to decide. 

We have no$ced of late some retailers of shower cabins just using generic pictures direct from an “off the shelf” Chinese 

manufacturer. Certainly not misleading but in fact an aid to spot cheaper products in many cases. Usually this will have a  

standard poor quality picture (mirrored images etc) with model le�ers or numbers under it, if you Google these it will lead you 

to the Chinese maker. What can be misleading is the write up in lis$ngs such as eBay are usually generic as well, showing items 

that the actual model you are looking to purchase, maybe does not have. We have men$oned control electric panels, the type 

you will receive is not at all clear. THIS IS IMPORTANT! Usually there are no other pictures of the actual model either, even if 

placed at the low end of the market around £400 to £500, you should expect detail, it is s$ll a lot of money!    

Some lis$ngs on eBay display a direct rela$onship to bullet point wording used by Insignia Showers. This is a copy of course 

but in addi$on in many cases so are the shower models. Insignia Showers request that the buyer understands there is no  

business link between these and further distances themselves from such.*** 

Second-hand showers. Private people oDen seen again on communal selling plaKorms. While the seller oDen has only the 

very best of inten$ons, it is highly likely this item can ever be rebuilt to any sa$sfactory level again. Remember it needs  

disassembly and rebuilding. It cannot be moved and reinstalled at another loca$on built! It is too big, will disjoint, is too heavy 

(110 Kilos average)  and will not fit through a standard doorway.  In the view of insignia Showers, we strongly recommend 

against this type of purchase and used shower cabins should be deemed a write off.  

eBay Feedback. Always check the sellers I.D.  

As below, no$ce the change? This is the Insignia Distributors Bath Depot UK. Nothing suspicious as basically just a name change 

4 months aDer incep$on.  

If you now check others you will find some with very large feedbacks, some with 15,000 to 20,000 are not unusual. If you check 

ID history you oDen find the bulk have had 3-4-5 or more previous names. These in themselves are interes$ng because it  

some$mes confirms previous markets they have entered into. So this means in many cases the feedback has been built on 

products alien to what you are looking to purchase, this being a shower cabin. Further if the seller has indeed moved from  

market to market, what is stopping them doing it again. What now happens  if you purchase and they no longer sell your  

product? Be Aware perhaps another risk that can be minimised? 

 

eBay / Websites / Amazon. 

In some cases dealers will use mul$ pseudonyms in order to make their sales plaKorms more visual      
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Healing powers of steam featured in cabins are some$mes men$oned. Be warned in our view there is very li�le to prove 

many claims made. In fact with certain medical condi$ons, it can be very dangerous, not all people react well to heavy vapour 

and what can be claustrophobic condi$ons. Asthma is a point in ques$on despite claims. Weight loss is another with no proof 

behind it  (save you might have been ea$ng, watching TV instead of steaming!) The real benefit can be the relaxa$on of body 

and mind with possible benefits to help rid the body of toxins through swea$ng and on occasion assists arthri$s sufferers.  If 

unsure 

 ALWAYS CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE USE. 

Never accept the advice of the seller 

These fi*ng are now out of date and / or have a very high failure rate. 

 

Fluorescent light and ballast                         Mul$ coloured roof light                                       Steam outlet slide type 

 

                                  
 

       Soap dispensers                               Fold Seat in Steam                         Remote Controls                      Door Handles 

                                                                         Environment 

                                          
 

Addi$onally large size (1500mm and greater) shower baths. Despite full research into produc$on by Insignia’s own  

development department over a period of six months, no design was ever approved as serious major failing and flaws were 

found. The size meant the bath base was subject to serious movement this in turn caused leakage around panels. Leg supports 

were suscep$ble to failure. Addi$onally weight was a serious problem. Total weight without water is around 160 kilos, add 

water to average height of 30cms the weight increases by approx 80 kilos (1 kilo = approx 1 litre)  Now add two persons as this 

size allows for two person capacity, of average weight of 127 kilos combined (20 stones) The total weight is a massive 367  

Kilos, well over a 1/3
rd

 of a tonne! 

   OUR ADVICE PURCHASE AT PERIL. 
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Does a shower cabin need servicing from 	me to 	me? 

Yes it does! Remember this is not just a shower it has many features, many jets an entertainment package, a computer and 

steam generator to name a few things. Therefore it  is not fit and forget. As already stated nothing is difficult to undertake and 

can be done on a do it yourself basis. Insignia recommend. 

1
st

 month aDer install 

Pull away from the wall 

Turn off water and electrics 

Check all hose connec$ons $ghten if necessary 

Look for any weeps or leaks 

Check jets and opera$on 

Replace to wall 

Inside cabin, Vaseline cabin wheels 

Check full control panel opera$on 

Check for any sign of Limescale build up around jets and shower heads 

Tighten anything that may have been missed on install or is loose. 

 

Anything broken or looking somewhat incorrect contact your vendor for advice or in order to obtain replacements under war-

ranty. 

 

Repeat this procedure every six months 

 

If you only have 12 months warranty undertake this at the 11
th

 month prior to expiry. 

 

If you have an Insignia Shower and registered for the five year parts warranty, carry out at 12 months then every six months 

aDer. 

 

Never leave any pipe supplying water to your shower una�ended to if it looks to have a fault or if you have a doubt as it it’s 

reliability.  

 

REPORT IT STRAIGHTAWAY. 

 

Simple guidance of the above will not only maximise your full use of warranty procedures and parts supplied free of charge, it 

will certainly give you a shower to be proud of and great service for many years to come. 
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INTERESTING ITEMS WORTH MENTIONING. 

Some shower companies adver$se a product similar to below. This transmits a signal from your MP3 player to the radio on the 

control panel. It is marketed under various names but it is simply a wireless transmi�er ini$ally designed for cars. It is not a 

shower accessory and cannot get wet. Not to the standard of the latest steam shower controllers and prone to interference, 

Insignia Showers dropped this accessory around 2008 but if you think you need it check out Google they are only around £4.00   

 
Insignia Showers Digital hand Shower. 

 

Using patented technology this hand shower displays the temperature of the water and flashes warnings. Ideal if the shower 

cabin does not have a thermosta$c control. No ba�eries required and 100% safe.  

  
 

Shower Guard 

 

Use this product on your shower BEFORE any use and just aDer build. Excellent product to combat limescale stains and makes 

cleaning easy! 

 

 
 

Water So.ener  

 

The largest failure of both steam and none steam shower cabin parts, indeed the same as all showers and water based appli-

ances is Lime scale / calcium. Steam generators can be blocked fast by these as with shower heads and water valves. This prod-

uct is bespoke designed to be fi�ed just to a shower cabin. Very Simple and Very Easy to fit! Made by Li�le Plumber (a Bri$sh 

Company) Commissioned by Insignia. 
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REWARD OF £1000.00 
INSIGNIA PRODUCTS  offer the sum of £1000.00 for any informa$on leading to a successful prosecu$on of person or persons 

falsely offering / using / selling or purpor$ng to be official Insignia goods or products without the makers express permission. 

Like all designer based manufacturers it is protec$ve of its products, research and name. No hesita$on will be made to fully 

carry through every legal avenue available within EU countries it is present in. Worldwide patents exist on many applica$ons, 

these are protected and as such infringement will incur the same. 

Below is an example. The INSIGNIA LITE. Fully protected in every country in the world. Proudly Bri$sh design, Two years in 

research and design, assembled, tested and quality checked in the UK.  Included is the latest light / glass technology heavy  

protected for the purpose it was designed for.   

Counterfeits take Bri	sh jobs, s	fle further research and robbing people of their livelihoods 

HELP STAMP IT OUT NOW THIS 

BRITISH TECHNOLOGY 

DESERVES PROTECTION FROM PIRATES 
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We sincerely hope we have accomplished our mission to set out all the areas to look for in the purchase of a shower cabin  

either steam or none steam and that an informed choice for what is a considered purchase, can now be made. Shower cabins 

are probably the greatest revolu$on in bathing experiences seen over the past decade, the benefits are immense as they have 

transformed standard early 20
th

 century single shower head bathing, into an experience to be enjoyed. Massage Jets,  

Overhead Monsoon showering heads, Hand Shower, digital temperature display readouts on hand showers, sea$ng, steam, 

ligh$ng, USB / Bluetooth connec$ons for full transforma$on to an entertainment centre.  All with easily exchanged parts if 

required to keep your experience in the condi$on it was when purchased. The age of showering really has moved on to 21
st

 

century leaving the past behind and the future very much it’s grasp. 

INSIGNIA PRODUCTS HAVE PRODUCED THE ABOVE IN AN EFFORT TO AID, HELP AND ADVISE IN THE PURCHASE OF SHOWER 

CABINS. ERRORS AND OMISSIONS MAY BE CONTAINED  AND FREELY ADMITTED BUT IS ISSUED WITH THE BEST INTENTIONS AS 

SET OUT. 

SHOULD ANYONE LIKE TO ADD TO THIS PLEASE CONTACT US EITHER BY: 

 

TEL:    0844 800 3069 OR  

E-MAIL:     CUSTOMERSERVICE@INSIGNIARANGE.CO.UK 


